Nanosized metal particles of various configurations embedded in surface regions of glass have great potential as nonlinear optical materials for photonic devices. We have prepared Ag/Au nanoparticles in core-shell configuration in soda-lime silicate glass by double-ion implantation and investigated their structural characteristics by anomalous small-angle x-ray scattering (ASAXS) and transmission electron microscopy. Measurements at x-ray energies slightly below the Au L 3 edge indicate the formation of bimetallic Ag/Au shells in some of the nanoparticles for high-dose ion implantation. An element-specific analysis of the ASAXS results allowed us not only to validate and quantify the core-shell structure, but simultaneously also the composition of the shells. Hollow nanoparticles were found for an Au-Ag implantation sequence, whereas an Ag-Au sequence generates a diluted core composition. The shift of the maximum position of optical absorption of the samples due to surface plasmon resonance of bimetallic nanoparticles, as monitored by optical spectroscopy, revealed the considerable influence of the respective particle configuration.
Introduction
Metallic nanoparticles (NPs), embedded in glass, are of specific interest because of their linear and nonlinear optical properties with high potential for optical and optoelectronic devices [1, 2] . In particular, the strong field enhancement around the particles due to the collective oscillations of conduction band electrons, the so-called surface plasmons, offers a large field of potential applications.
The wavelength of this surface plasmon resonance (SPR) depends on the metal involved as well as on the matrix material. Metals like Au, Ag and Cu were frequently incorporated into silica and soda-lime glasses since their surface plasmon resonance is well within the range of visible light [3] [4] [5] . A number of methods are used to incorporate metal atoms in glasses like ion exchange or ion implantation. Ion implantation enables us to introduce high concentrations of different ions into near-surface regions of the glass.
Recently, the preparation of bimetallic NPs has been intensively investigated because of the possibility to modify the macroscopic properties not only by size, size distribution and shape of the NPs but also by their composition [6, 7] . For example, the surface plasmon resonance of bimetallic AgAu NPs in aqueous solution can be adjusted between those of Ag and Au by varying the Au content of the alloy from 0 to 100% [8] . Some work has been done to prepare bimetallic NPs by double-ion implantation in silica glass. The structure of such NPs has been investigated by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy and x-ray diffraction [9] [10] [11] . In all these studies either pure NPs of both elements or bimetallic alloy nanoparticles have been found. However, Anderson [12] and Bertoncello [13] found that for Ag/Cu or Ag/Ag 2 S double implantation also core-shell structures occurred.
In the present work, we investigated Ag/Au NPs prepared by different implantation sequences and implantation doses [14] to study the influence on size, size distribution, shape, composition and structure. TEM was used to analyze the formation of Ag/Au NPs and to evaluate the corresponding particle sizes and their structure. While TEM yields such data on a purely local base, enabling us to follow the variation with penetration depth, small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) [15, 16] has alternatively been used to record particle sizes by integral measurements. Furthermore, SAXS experiments enable us to investigate small particles of less than 1 nm in addition. Especially with anomalous SAXS (ASAXS) [17, 18] , an element-specific investigation allows us to validate and to quantify the bimetallic composition or a core-shell structure of the Ag/Au nanoparticles. By means of ASAXS experiments, the information on sizes and compositions is available without any effect of high-energy ion treatment for sample preparation being rather advantageous for silicate glass materials. Thus, we measured at x-ray energies slightly below the Au L 3 -edge to evaluate the effects of different implantation conditions on the configuration of nanoparticles. The results should allow us to discuss the process of bimetallic NP formation and core-shell structure creation as well as the corresponding modification of the SPR frequency.
Experimental details

Sample preparation
The base glass used for implantation was a soda-lime silicate glass containing (in mol%) 72.4% SiO 2 , 14.4% Na 2 O, 6.4% CaO, 6.0% MgO, 0.5% Al 2 O 3 , 0.20% K 2 O, 0.3% SO 3 and 0.04% Fe 2 O 3 . The glass was exposed to Ag + and/or Au + ion implantation at room temperature using energies between 100 and 300 keV so as to achieve the same penetration depth for both ions. 16 Ag + ), respectively. Size, size distribution and shape of crystalline NPs were determined by conventional transmission electron microscopy at 100 kV (JEM 1010). Planar and cross-section preparation were applied including mechanical grinding, polishing and ion-beam etching to allow electron microscope investigation. For advanced structural characterization a high-resolution electron microscope (HREM) operating at 400 kV (JEM 4010) was used.
For the ASAXS measurements, the samples were mechanically ground and polished to a thickness of 150 μm to achieve acceptable transmission. The experiment was performed slightly below the Au L 3 -edge (11 919 eV) at the 7T MPW SAXS beamline of the electron storage ring Bessy II, Berlin [19, 20] . The beamline monochromator resolution at this energy range is about 1 eV. The energy change of the transmission of a pure Au foil across the L 3 absorption edge was used for energy calibration. The data were collected with a multi-wire proportional counter (MWPC) gas-filled area detector. Corrections for primary beam intensity variation, detector sensitivity and deadtime were applied. A precalibrated glassy carbon sample was used for calibration of the scattering intensity to differential scattering cross sections in units of cm −1 . Short exposures of a silver behenate sample were used to determine accurately the beam center and to calibrate the scattering vector axis. The sample transmission was measured with an accuracy better then 0.1%.
To characterize the SPR due to the metal nanoparticles formed in the implanted areas the optical density of glass samples was recorded by means of a Perkin Elmer spectrometer in the wavelength range of 250-900 nm.
ASAXS data analysis
The differential scattering cross section of an SAXS experiment can be described by
where q = 4π sin θ/λ is the scattering vector, N i (R) is the size distribution for NPs of type i , F i (q, R) is the scattering form factor and S(q) is the structure factor. Different assumptions for the size distribution can be made like Gauss, lognormal or free-particle distributions which can be determined, for example, with the maximum entropy method. Such distributions were compared with TEM results in [21] . In our case, we found a log-normal-like distribution with TEM and therefore for N(R) a log-normal size distribution with size parameter R 0 and width parameter σ was used:
which was normalized to unity by ∞ 0 N(R) dR = N 0 with N 0 being the particle number density. An analytical derivation for the evolution of log-normal size distribution from random nucleation and growth processes can be found in [22] . Two different form factors were used: for spherical particles the form factor
with the parameters V (R) = π R 3 for the particle volume, η for the scattering contrast between sphere and matrix and R for the radius, and for core-shell particles the form factor where R is the outer radius of the shell, ν R the radius of the core and η(1 − τ ) the scattering contrast between core and matrix. A structure factor S(q) for hard spheres [23, 24] was used because of the high density of NPs in the implanted volume. The interference of the scattering intensity in dense particulate systems is always calculated within an approximation [25] . Several approximations, like monodisperse, decoupling, local monodisperse or scaling, can be applied in the fitting procedure. None of the available approximations considers the case of a gradient of the particle size and volume fraction. The two most frequently used approximations are the decoupling approximation and the local monodisperse approximation. The decoupling approximation assumes complete randomness of the size and position of the particles, a condition which is not fulfilled in our system. The local monodisperse approximation takes the opposite case of completely correlated size and position, i.e. a particle of a certain size is always surrounded by particles with the same size. This is approximated by many subsystems in which the particles are monodisperse. Anyway, the local monodisperse approximation gives a good description of some real systems for which the particle size is correlated with position [26] , i.e. in a system like the one investigated here. This approximation also gives the best results for wide size distributions and high volume fractions which also applies to our system. For modeling the ASAXS scattering curves the program SASfit [27] was applied with the parameters as described before.
Contrast variation has been achieved by means of the anomalous dispersion at the Au L 3 edge to investigate the chemical composition of the NPs. Therefore, measurements at three energies slightly below the edge were done. In this case, the atomic scattering factor for Au atoms varies with the energy E:
and the energy-dependent scattering contrast is defined as
where ρ j is the difference of the atomic density of element j between the matrix and NP and f j is its scattering length. Figure 1 (a) shows the anomalous dispersion terms f Au (E) and f Au (E) in the energy range near the Au L 3 edge which were calculated by Cromer and Liberman [28] . In figure 1(b) f 0 Au + f Au (E) is plotted against energy and the horizontal lines show f Au (E) in electron units for the three energies used: 11 450, 11 867 and 11 913 eV. The positions of the three lines indicate the anomalous effect of the three energies which are chosen to achieve nearly the same distance. Now, from f Au (E) the scattering contrast η(E) can be calculated with (6) for a known composition of the NPs.
Results and discussion
The preparation of Ag/Au NPs in glass by sequential implantation of 4×10 16 Au + and 4×10 16 Ag + ions cm −2 [14] produces NPs with sizes between 5 and 20 nm which can be investigated by TEM (see figure 2) . The larger NPs of about 15-20 nm diameter show irregular image contrast in the particle center. Also the HRTEM image of a larger NP in figure 2 (inset) exhibits a region of reduced contrast in the center. This points to a core-shell structure of these NPs. This kind of core-shell contrast also occurs for particles with a hole 100 nm in the center. The cross-section TEM image of sample 4Au4Ag is shown in figure 3 . The particle layer of about 135 nm thickness starts at the very surface of the glass. The large coreshell NPs with mean size of ≈15 nm are arranged in the center of the layer whereas the smaller NPs with mean size of ≈5 nm are situated more at peripheral regions.
In figure 4 the ASAXS results taken at three energies slightly below the Au L 3 edge for the samples 4Au4Ag (a), 2Ag4Au (b) and 4Ag4Au (c) are shown. The errors of the measurement data are in the range of 2.4% and so the size of the error bars is in the range of the line thickness. Therefore, the error bars are not plotted for the sake of clarity in the figure. The energy-dependent shift in intensity of the curves indicates a clear anomalous effect which was observed for all three samples. All three scattering curves show two maxima in the range of q = 0.1 . . . 1 nm −1 which must result from two predominant particle sizes. This characteristic of the scattering intensity can be caused by two different particle distributions or by the presence of core-shell nanoparticles. Scattering intensity from additional small particles results in a broadening of the second maximum at higher q values (q 1.5 nm −1 ) and can be seen as a shoulder in figure 4(a), but this is not so clear for the other samples. The slope at small q values increasing with q −4 for the samples 4Au4Ag and 2Ag4Au results from a certain surface roughness which does not contribute to the ASAXS effect. The sample 4Ag4Au was polished in another way and no surface scattering effects can be seen in this case. Such surface effects can be corrected in the fit by using a background function with q −4 . From TEM/HRTEM (figure 2) it is known that there exist NPs of core-shell configuration and additional small homogeneous particles. Therefore, a model with core-shell particles and additional spherical particles was used for the simultaneous fit of the three energy-dependent scattering curves. For the core-shell NPs it was assumed that the core radius R C = Rν is a fraction of the shell radius R S = R. The latter is log-normally distributed. Also, for the spherical NPs a log-normal size distribution was used.
The fitting procedure was split into two steps: in the first step, the ratios of the contrast η between the three energies were fitted to obtain the composition of the small spherical NPs and the shell of the core/shell NPs. In this case, the ratio is only influenced by the ASAXS effect, depending on the composition of the NPs and the composition can be determined independently from the other parameters. With the compositions from the first step, the scattering contrast can be calculated and used in the second fitting step to achieve all other fitting parameters.
First fitting step
In the first fitting run, the value for the contrast η (11 450 eV) was set to 1 for the shell of NPs as well as for the small spherical NPs. The values for η (11 867 eV) and η (11 913 eV) were set as free parameters. The six structural determining parameters (N 0 , R and σ ) Spheres and (N 0 , R and σ ) Core−Shell for the two distributions were also set free but equal for all three energies. The values for N 0 are not independent of η and therefore the real values for N 0 can be determined only in the second fitting step. With these settings, the fitting parameters of η (11 867 eV) and η (11 913 eV) provide the ratio η(E)/ η(11 450 eV). This fitted ratio can be plotted together with the theoretically calculated ratio η(E)/ η(11 450 eV) which depends on the Ag content of the NPs. In figure 5 the lines show the calculated ratio of η(E)/ η(11 450 eV) plotted together with the values of the simultaneous fit (symbols) of the three samples. From the deviation of the fitted values with respect to the calculated values the composition error of the fit can be estimated to be about ±5%.
From the contrast ratios in figure 5 it can be concluded that the small spherical NPs as well as the shell of the coreshell NPs for sample 4Au4Ag have the composition 50% Au and 50% Ag. It should be noted that the values of η (11 867 eV), and η (11 913 eV) for the shell, and the small spherical NPs, which are independent in the fit, yield the same values and therefore the shell and the small NPs have the same composition. For the sample 4Ag4Au, with an inverse implantation sequence (first Ag than Au), we got a composition of 70% Au and 30% Ag for the shell of the core-shell NPs whereas for the small spherical particles a composition of 60% Au and 40% Ag was determined. For sample 2Ag4Au with reduced Ag ion dose a composition of 80% Au and 20% Ag was detected for the shell as well as for the small spherical particles.
Second fitting step
With these values for the composition the scattering contrast η(E) for the shell and spherical NPs can be calculated using (6) and the known composition and density of the glass. The values used in the second fitting step are given in table 1. With these results, in addition to the size and size distribution from the first fit, the volume concentration and number of particles for all samples are also obtained from the second fitting procedure as well as the scattering contrast η(E) of the core (see table 2 ).
For sample 4Au4Ag the core/shell diameters are evaluated to be about 5.5/12.0 nm. The core scattering contrast is η(11 450 eV) = −21.66 × 10 10 cm 2 . Together with the (table 2) , which is the overall volume fraction resulting from the sample thickness in the beam (231 μm), and the volume fraction derived from the structure factor (36%), resulting from the density in the particle layer, it is possible to estimate the real thickness of the layer in which the particles are concentrated. This thickness of the particle layer of sample 4Au4Ag is ≈75 nm which is smaller, but not so much different from that of the layer shown in figure 3 . The volume fraction of the core/shell NPs, which are located in the center of the particle layer, is double the fraction of the small spherical NPs and therefore the layer thickness of the fitting is underestimated.
For sample 4Ag4Au with reverse implantation sequence, core/shell NPs with diameters 5.1/10.2 nm and smaller NPs of 2 nm size are obtained from the data analysis. For this sample the scattering contrast of the core is η(11 450 eV) = 32.12 × 10 10 cm 2 resulting in η Core = 53.19 × 10 10 cm 2 . This value of η Core is much smaller than η Au = 115.58 × 10 10 cm 2 or η Ag = 77.61 × 10 10 cm 2 , but higher than η M . This means that the core cannot be hollow, but should consist of material having 70% of the density of crystalline silver. Accordingly, the model must consist of a bimetallic core containing several voids within a solid outer shell, as may occur in the initial stage of vacancy formation and accumulation due to ion collision or interdiffusion [29] . From the volume fraction for this sample a particle layer thickness of 93 nm was calculated.
Sample 2Ag4Au prepared by reduced Ag ion dose is evaluated to consist of core/shell NPs with a diameter ratio of 6.0/11.5 nm and smaller spherical NPs with about 2.5 nm. In this case, the scattering contrast of the core is η(11 450 eV) = 5.71 × 10 10 cm 2 and therefore η Core = 26.78×10 10 cm 2 . This value is even smaller than that of sample 4Ag4Au. Therefore, the corresponding NPs should contain cores with either more or larger voids. From the volume fraction a particle layer thickness of ≈105 nm can be calculated for this sample. With future ASAXS experiments at the Ag K edge, it should be possible to get more information about the composition and density of these core/shell configurations.
Structure models
The structure models employed for the ASAXS simulations are shown in figure 6 together with the corresponding optical spectra of the samples studied as well as of the monometallic samples. The SPR maximum of the monometallic Ag sample was found at λ = 418 nm and that of the monometallic Au sample at 546 nm. For bimetallic NPs an SPR is to be expected between those of the Ag and the Au samples in dependence on their composition and configuration. For core-shell Ag/Au NPs [30] as well as for hollow Au nanospheres [31] a redshift of the SPR has been reported, being a function of X = d Shell /D Core , the ratio of the shell thickness and the core diameter. The size effect in the optical absorption spectra is negligible because this effect results only in a shift of some nm and the NPs of all three samples as well as the monoatomic Ag and Au samples are in the same size range. The SPR maximum of sample 4Au4Ag is found at λ = 490 nm, which means between the values of the Ag and Au samples. For alloy NPs containing 50% Au and 50% Ag which have a spherical configuration without voids an SPR maximum of 483 nm was derived, assuming a linear relation according to [8] . Thus, the hollow core-shell NPs with 50% Au do not affect the SPR position considerably because the ratio X = 0.59 is high and the volume fraction is less than half of that of small spherical particles.
For sample 4Ag4Au with a reverse implantation sequence the SPR maximum is shifted to 548 nm. Spherical alloy NPs with 60% Au are expected to exhibit an SPR maximum at 496 nm. In hollow core-shell particles with 70% Au and X = 0.5 a shift of the SPR maximum to about 580 nm is calculated according to [31] . So in this case, with larger volume fraction of core-shell particles, the experimental SPR maximum is located between these two calculated values.
The optical spectrum of sample 2Ag4Au shows a shift of the SPR maximum to values higher than that observed for monometallic gold NPs (568 nm). For alloy NPs with 80% Au the SPR maximum was expected at 521 nm. For this composition, hollow core-shell particles with a smaller ratio X = 0.47 should give an SPR maximum at about 595 nm. Obviously, the redshift of the SPR is controlled predominantly by the ratio X, not by the higher volume concentration of the small particles.
Influence of implantation sequence
The evaluation of results of ASAXS experiments demonstrates a different configuration of bimetallic nanoparticles upon Au and Ag ion implantation into glass with respect to the sequence of ions implanted. In the case of first implanting Au ions (sample 4Au4Ag), the core formed in larger particles represent central voids. These voids are supposed to be formed via accumulation into clusters and voids upon the impact of highenergy ions, in particular, during the second step, which means the implantation of Ag species. Before, in the first step, Au nanoparticles have been formed already by implantation. The energy of both implanted ions was chosen, such that their penetration depth in the glass matrix is nearly the same. Thus, a certain part of the Ag ions may hit the existing Au particles. Consequently, vacancies arise, and form clusters and primary voids, while mixing of Ag and Au atoms takes place. Obviously, the processes of mixing and void formation are completed after Ag implantation.
In the case of first implanting of Ag ions (samples 2Ag4Au and 4Ag4Au), the core of the larger NPs represents a diluted metal region containing some voids, but not a central cavity. That means, similar to the reverse sequence, ion collision processes take place. However, they are not as effective as to create one empty space in the core region. Furthermore, it should be considered that the amount of Au in all particles is much lager than that of Ag. This is most probably due to the diffusion of Ag ions out of the NPs during the second implantation step. It can be supposed that the void configuration achieved upon implantation thoroughly changes if subjected to further processing like thermal treatment. In principle, hollow NPs also may result from chemical interaction starting at the particle surface as described by the Kirkendall effect [32, 33] , in particular, if there are Ag particles already present. However, the Kirkendall effect cannot explain the void formation in the case of the reverse implantation sequence as for sample 4Au4Ag.
There is considerable evidence of the ion implantation only being responsible for the nanovoid formation in our samples [34, 35] . Efforts are in progress now to study this issue in more detail using thermal processing to follow the continuation of diffusion, intermixing and dealloying by means of ASAXS and TEM. This way, the structural characteristics of bimetallic hollow nanoparticles in glass as well as the evolution of their SPR maximum, especially towards the infrared wavelength range, as has been shown by corresponding calculations [36, 37] , should be better understood.
Conclusion
The structural characteristics of bimetallic nanoparticles fabricated in the surface region of soda-lime silicate glass by successive implantation of Ag and Au ions in various sequences and doses have been studied by ASAXS at x-ray energies slightly below the Au L 3 edge. This way we obtained information on the size, size distribution, shape and structure of the Ag/Au NPs. Also, the composition of the NPs could be determined by using this method. The NPs of sample 4Au4Ag with a composition of 50% Au and 50% Ag exhibit an SPR with a maximum between that of monometallic Ag and Au NPs because of the composition of the shell and the large portion of small spherical particles. The hollow configuration of the larger particles is assumed to be caused by implantationinduced vacancy formation and their subsequent aggregation to clusters and voids. The diluted core composition occurring in the larger core-shell particles upon first implanting of Ag ions is due to the formation of several voids instead of a central cavity in the core region. While sample 4Ag4Au shows an SPR maximum close to that of monometallic Au particles, sample 2Ag4Au with reduced ion dose exhibits a redshift of the SPR maximum towards larger wavelengths. Since this should be due to the small ratio of shell thickness to core diameter, a further variation of this ratio may enable an even more extended shift of the surface plasmon resonance. This investigation shows that the SPR maximum of bimetallic NPs in glass may be varied between those of monometallic Ag and Au NPs by varying the sequence and dose of the implanted ions.
